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Long wavelength turbulent electron temperature fluctuations (kyqs< 0.3) are measured in the outer

core region (r/a> 0.8) of Ohmic L-mode plasmas at Alcator C-Mod [E. S. Marmar et al., Nucl.

Fusion 49, 104014 (2009)] with a correlation electron cyclotron emission diagnostic. The relative

amplitude and frequency spectrum of the fluctuations are compared quantitatively with nonlinear

gyrokinetic simulations using the GYRO code [J. Candy and R. E. Waltz, J. Comput. Phys. 186,

545 (2003)] in two different confinement regimes: linear Ohmic confinement (LOC) regime

and saturated Ohmic confinement (SOC) regime. When comparing experiment with nonlinear

simulations, it is found that local, electrostatic ion-scale simulations (kyqs � 1.7) performed at

r/a� 0.85 reproduce the experimental ion heat flux levels, electron temperature fluctuation levels,

and frequency spectra within experimental error bars. In contrast, the electron heat flux is robustly

under-predicted and cannot be recovered by using scans of the simulation inputs within error bars

or by using global simulations. If both the ion heat flux and the measured temperature fluctuations

are attributed predominantly to long-wavelength turbulence, then under-prediction of electron heat

flux strongly suggests that electron scale turbulence is important for transport in C-Mod Ohmic

L-mode discharges. In addition, no evidence is found from linear or nonlinear simulations

for a clear transition from trapped electron mode to ion temperature gradient turbulence across the

LOC/SOC transition, and also there is no evidence in these Ohmic L-mode plasmas of the “Transport

Shortfall” [C. Holland et al., Phys. Plasmas 16, 052301 (2009)]. VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945620]

I. INTRODUCTION

Anomalous electron heat transport levels, higher than

neoclassical transport levels, in tokamak experiments are one

of the main barriers toward fusion energy production. There

is a great deal of evidence both experimentally and theoreti-

cally that drift-wave turbulence at the ion and electron scales

is responsible for this anomalous transport.1 The nonlinear

gyrokinetic model has been used extensively to study the

turbulent transport in tokamak plasmas, with recent papers

focusing on validation efforts that involve direct comparisons

with measured turbulence.2–8 Validation of the gyrokinetic

model is an important step towards using this model for

assessing the performance of fusion plasmas in the future.

In general, at Alcator C-Mod,62 the heat transport in

Ohmic L-mode discharges has proven to be very challenging

to model with nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations.9,10 In addi-

tion, there are several interesting transport observations in

Alcator C-Mod Ohmic discharges that appear to occur

together, highlighting the complex nature of coupled trans-

port channels. At C-Mod, it is found that the intrinsic rota-

tion reversal, changes in poloidal asymmetry of impurity

density, and the occurrence of non-local heat transport, along

with a strong reduction of measured long wavelength elec-

tron temperature fluctuations, occur concomitantly across the

Ohmic confinement transition (LOC/SOC transition).11,12 It

has been suggested that a unifying hypothesis for these

changes is a change in the underlying turbulence from domi-

nant trapped electron mode (TEM) to ion temperature gradi-

ent (ITG) across the LOC/SOC transition,11,12 which will be

a continuous transition in terms of their relative amplitudes,

not discrete, in reality. There is counter evidence from

C-Mod13 and from ASDEX Upgrade,14 suggesting that the

LOC/SOC transition occurs without a change in turbulence

from TEM to ITG. It is also noteworthy that we do not

understand clearly all these changes are coupled together.

The changes in impurity density can be correlated with the

intrinsic core rotation reversal since the centrifugal force

will change with the core rotation changes. Although rotation

reversal occurs robustly with the LOC/SOC transition in

C-Mod,15 it has been also observed that these two phenomena

are not correlated in Tore-Supra16 and ASDEX-Upgrade.14,17

These conflicting observations motivated the current work.

In addition to studying the physics of the LOC/SOC tran-

sition, validation of gyrokinetic codes in a variety of plasmas

is of interest. Ohmic L-mode plasmas may require lessa)csung@physics.ucla.edu
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modeling effort compared to externally heated L- and

H-mode plasmas since we do not consider external heating

profile from RF heating or neutral beam injection (NBI) and

fast ion density profile due to external heating. On the other

hand, the normalized heat flux by a gyroBohm value will be

higher in Ohmic L-mode discharges, which makes harder in

the comparison of the gyrokinetic simulation results with the

experiments due to the higher dependence on the stiffness

level. Thus, these Ohmic L-mode plasmas are good targets

for validation study. Past work with GYRO18 local nonlinear

simulations of LOC/SOC plasmas at C-Mod was performed

only inside the r/a< 0.8 region.9 Over the core region,

r/a¼ [0.4, 0.8], the past work found that the ion heat diffusiv-

ity was under-predicted and electron heat diffusivity was

over-predicted compared to the experimental values (esti-

mated from power balance analysis using a time dependent

transport analysis code (TRANSP)19). In contrast, the line-

integrated electron density fluctuations measured by phase

contrast imaging (PCI) agreed with the simulations. The dis-

crepancy in core heat transport is still being investigated at

C-Mod, and a recent paper has found that the discrepancies

remain even when using global simulations.10

To the past work at C-Mod, we add newly available meas-

urements of long wavelength electron temperature fluctuations

from a correlation electron cyclotron emission (CECE) diag-

nostic.13,20,21 These new data provide an additional constraint

on the simulations. The outer core region, r/a> 0.8, has not

been investigated in the past using gyrokinetic simulations in

Ohmic L-mode plasmas at C-Mod, so we focus on this region.

We use nonlinear GYRO simulations constrained by CECE

measurements to explore the hypothesis that the LOC/SOC

transition is related to changes in the underlying turbulence,

specifically, a change from TEM to ITG turbulence. And in

addition, our results also address the so-called “Transport

Shortfall”3 in this region. We note that the “Shortfall” is seen

in DIII-D NBI L-mode plasmas with the GYRO3 and GEM6

codes but is not seen in C-Mod RF L-mode plasmas with the

GYRO code22 or in ASDEX Upgrade NBI L-mode plasmas

with the GENE code.23 It is also noteworthy that “Shortfall” is

seen in even DIII-D NBI L-mode discharge with the GENE.7

The validation study presented here for the outer core region

(r/a> 0.8) of C-Mod Ohmic L-mode plasmas may help identify

differences seen across machines and codes.

In Section II, we summarize the experimental results, the

preparation of experimental data for input to the gyrokinetic

code, and linear stability analysis results using experimental

profiles as input. In Section III, we describe the set-up for non-

linear gyrokinetic simulations and the synthetic CECE diag-

nostic. In Section IV, results from the nonlinear simulations

are compared with experiment and the hypothesis of changes

in turbulence from TEM to ITG across the LOC/SOC transi-

tion is explored. Section V presents a discussion and summary.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Changes in turbulence and transport across
the LOC/SOC transition

The two C-Mod Ohmic discharges that we use for the

validation study have been reported on previously, and

extensive measurements of the electron temperature fluctua-

tions in general in Ohmic L-mode plasmas at C-Mod have

been described in detail elsewhere.13 In this paper, two plas-

mas are modeled with gyrokinetic simulations. One dis-

charge is in the linear ohmic confinement (LOC) regime and

the other is in the saturated ohmic confinement (SOC) re-

gime, with line-integrated density, �ne ¼ 0:5� 1020 m�2 for

LOC and �ne ¼ 0:8� 1020 m�2 for SOC. The discharges had

the same toroidal magnetic field, Bt¼ 5.4 T in co-current

direction, plasma current, Ip� 0.9 MA, and Ohmic power,

Poh� 1 MW, in lower single null (LSN) configuration with

the same geometry, R¼ 0.67 m, a¼ 0.22 m, j¼ 1.6,

dl¼ 0.54, du¼ 0.26. The estimated main ion fraction (nD/ne)

is 0.82(60.09) for the LOC and 0.95(60.03) for the SOC

discharges. The confinement regime of each discharge was

determined by the direction of toroidal rotation.15 The dis-

charges are selected for comparison with gyrokinetic simula-

tions because the plasma parameters are very stationary for

long time periods, between t¼ 0.9 and t¼ 1.4 s.

In the LOC/SOC Ohmic discharges, time-averaged

(t¼ 0.9–1.4 s) long wavelength electron temperature fluctua-

tions were measured at r/a� 0.85. These measurements are

made with a multi-channel correlation electron cyclotron

emission (CECE) diagnostic, which is sensitive to turbulence

with normalized wavenumbers, kyqs< 0.3, where ky is the

poloidal wave number and qs is the sound gyroradius of

main ion, defined as qs¼ cs/Xci with cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mi

p
and

Xci¼ eB/mic. CECE is a standard technique used to measure

electron temperature fluctuations in tokamaks, having been

deployed previously at several different devices2,24,25 and

compared with nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations in a num-

ber of studies.3,6,7 Details of the CECE diagnostic as imple-

mented at C-Mod are found in Refs. 13 and 20. The CECE

measurements provide the relative fluctuation level and the

frequency spectrum of the long wavelength temperature fluc-

tuations in the two plasmas. These two measured quantities

can be compared directly using a synthetic CECE diagnostic

applied to outputs from the GYRO code.3 Details of the syn-

thetic diagnostic used in this work can be found in Ref. 26,

but it is noteworthy that full Te fluctuations were used in this

study rather than the perpendicular Te fluctuations as used in

Ref. 7. CECE measurements have been made in many

Ohmic L-mode plasmas, and in general, across LOC/SOC

transition at C-Mod we have observed that the electron tem-

perature fluctuation level at r/a� 0.85 decreases. In Figure 1,

the measured electron temperature fluctuation level

decreases 30% from 1.0% to 0.7%.13 In contrast, line inte-

grated density fluctuations measured with the PCI diagnostic

(not shown here) in the same experiments did not show a

decrease in fluctuation level.13

The turbulence relevant profiles for the LOC and SOC

discharges averaged over t¼ 0.9–1.4 s are shown in Fig. 2.

The solid line in this figure shows the experimental value

and the dotted line represents the uncertainty in the meas-

ured profiles. The green vertical line indicates the CECE

measurement position (cold resonance position of the meas-

ured electron cyclotron (EC) radiation). Electron collision-

ality, ��e , shown in Fig. 2(i), is defined as ��e ¼ �e

xb;e
, where

�e is the electron ion collision frequency, defined as

042303-2 Sung et al. Phys. Plasmas 23, 042303 (2016)



�e ¼ 2:91� 10�6ne½cm�3�ln KTe½eV��3=2 ½Hz� with the

Coulomb logarithm, ln K, and xb,e is the electron bounce

frequency, defined as xb;e ¼ �1=2 ve

qR with the inverse aspect

ratio, �, the velocity of electron, ve, and the safety factor,

q.27 The collisionality was calculated from TRANSP19 and

its uncertainty was obtained from the standard deviation

of time-averaged profiles. The safety factor, q, profile

(Fig. 2(j)) was obtained from the equilibrium reconstruction

constrained by magnetic diagnostics via the equilibrium

code (EFIT).28 The estimated uncertainty of the safety fac-

tor, q, profile from time averaging was less than 5% in these

sawtoothing discharges and is not shown on the plot of the

q profile in Fig. 2.

As shown in Fig. 2, the SOC discharge has higher elec-

tron density and lower electron temperature in the whole

radial region except for the edge region (r/a> 0.9) where the

Te values in the SOC plasma are similar to the values in the

LOC within the uncertainty. The higher ne and lower Te

make the SOC discharge more collisional than the LOC dis-

charge in the core region as shown in Fig. 2(h). Ion tempera-

ture is similar between LOC/SOC plasmas in the whole

radial region. Consequently, the ratio Te/Ti is lower in the

SOC discharge compared to the LOC discharge. There was

no significant difference (i.e., outside of uncertainties),

between the LOC/SOC discharges in gradient scale lengths

and safety factor, q.

Because the reversal of the intrinsic rotation, core toroi-

dal rotation is in opposite directions (co-current in LOC and

counter-current in SOC). Estimating the correct rotation

frequency, xo, and E�B shearing rate, cE�B, can be crucial

to the validation study of gyrokinetic simulation. This is

because the measured lab-frame frequency spectrum of the

fluctuations will be spread in frequency and shifted to higher

frequency due to the Doppler effect. The radial gradient of

the toroidal velocity will affect the E�B shearing rate and

thus can play a role in turbulence suppression. The rotation

profiles shown in Fig. 2 are used to estimate xo and cE�B.

It is noteworthy that all parameters shown in Fig. 2

except for collisionality are similar within the uncertainty at

the CECE measurement position, r/a� 0.85. Higher colli-

sionality in the SOC regime will reduce the response of non-

adiabatic electrons, which are mostly trapped electrons.

Since temperature fluctuations arise from the non-adiabatic

electrons’ response, it is tempting to link the reduced fluctua-

tion levels with a reduction of TEM turbulence in the SOC

plasma. However, the change in CECE measured tempera-

ture fluctuations does not necessarily imply a change of dom-

inant turbulent mode from TEM to ITG across the LOC/SOC

transition, as suggested by past authors.29–31 This is because

non-adiabatic electrons can destabilize the ITG mode as

well,32,33 and hence, temperature fluctuations at long wave-

length could change as the ITG turbulence evolves (while

remaining “ITG-type”). We also note that the LOC plasma

is more diluted by impurities than the SOC plasma as

mentioned above (nD/ne¼ 0.82(60.09) for the LOC and

0.95(60.03) for the SOC). Having more impurities (a lower

main ion fraction, nD/ne) in the LOC discharge will help sta-

bilize ITG turbulence.10,34,35 It might be expected then that

the ITG mode will be less stable in the SOC discharge,

which would be consistent with reduced turbulence and

transport. However, while temperature fluctuations are

reduced across the LOC/SOC transition, the density fluctua-

tions measured with PCI do not change.13 The effect of both

FIG. 1. Time averaged (t¼ 0.9–1.4 s) ~T e=Te fluctuations measured with

CECE in an LOC (red) and an SOC (blue) discharge at r/a� 0.85. The fluc-

tuation level is found from integrating the spectrum between f¼ 0–170 kHz.

In LOC, the relative fluctuation level is higher, ~T e=Te � 1:0%, than in SOC
~T e=Te � 0:7%.

FIG. 2. Profiles relevant to turbulence and CECE measurements in the LOC/

SOC discharges (1120626023 LOC red and 1120626028 SOC blue). The

solid line shows the experimental value and the dotted line indicates the

uncertainty. The vertical green line shows the CECE measurement position

in these plasmas.
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collisionality and dilution in these plasmas will be probed

using the gyrokinetic simulations.

As a first step at charactering the expected turbulence in

these plasmas, linear stability analysis is carried out with

GYRO using the experimental profile values as input.

Figure 3 shows the eigenvalue linear stability analysis

results, which are used to track not only the fastest growing

mode but also changes in subdominant modes. Figure 3

shows the most unstable electron mode (dotted line) and the

most unstable ion mode (dashed line). Additional unstable

ion and electron roots were also found in this analysis (not

shown in Fig. 3). For the LOC plasma at (r/a� 0.85), Fig.

3(a) shows that both an electron mode and an ion mode are

unstable over the range kyqs< 1.0, with an electron mode

most dominant in the range kyqs< 0.3, where CECE is most

sensitive to temperature fluctuations. For the SOC plasma at

(r/a� 0.85), Fig. 3(b) shows again that both electron and

ion modes are unstable over the range kyqs< 1.0, and in the

range kyqs< 0.3, where CECE is most sensitive to tempera-

ture fluctuations, the fastest growing mode has a real fre-

quency very close to zero. The linear stability analysis

shows that the plasmas are fairly described as “mixed

mode,” with both TEM and ITG modes strongly unstable at

long wavelength. From this analysis, there is no clear evi-

dence that the LOC plasma is strongly TEM dominant and

the SOC plasma is strongly ITG dominant at r/a¼ 0.85. We

note that this is in agreement with past linear stability analy-

sis at the same radius,11–13 and that deeper in the core,

r/a¼ 0.6, linear stability shows that ITG is strongly domi-

nant, with little to no subdominant TEM in both the LOC

and SOC plasmas.9,13 However, this analysis result does not

mean that there is no change in turbulence across the LOC/

SOC transition. In Fig. 3, we can also see that the growth

rate of the most unstable electron mode in kyqs> 0.4

decreases across the LOC/SOC transition. This will be

discussed more later in this paper.

FIG. 3. Linear stability analysis using

the GYRO eigenvalue solver with ex-

perimental values for (a) the LOC dis-

charge (shot 1120626023) and (b) the

SOC discharge. Color codes are used

in this figure as follows. red-circles,

dotted line: Most unstable electron

mode, blue-ovals, dashed line: most

unstable ion mode.
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The experimental electron/ion heat diffusivities and

fluxes for the LOC/SOC plasmas are found through power

balance analysis using TRANSP.19 The resulting heat fluxes

and thermal diffusivities are shown in Figure 4. These are

time-averaged during the steady periods of interest

(t¼ 0.9–1.4 s), and their uncertainties are estimated by con-

sidering the uncertainties of the dominant terms in the power

balance analysis through error propagation.26 As shown in

Figure 4, the SOC plasma has lower electron thermal heat

diffusivity and flux than the LOC plasma, while ion heat dif-

fusivity and heat flux in the SOC plasma are higher in the

whole radial region outside the sawtooth inversion radius

(�0.4) although their differences are within the un-certainty

except for the ion heat flux. This result is consistent with

similar analysis performed in the past in FTU36 and C-Mod,9

but inconsistent with the result in Tore Supra.37

III. NONLINEAR GYROKINETIC SIMULATION SET-UP

In this study, local gyrokinetic simulations were

performed for the LOC and SOC discharges at the CECE

measurement position (r/a� 0.85) to compare with the ex-

perimental heat transport values and the temperature fluctua-

tion measurements. We ran global simulations as well and

found that the results agreed with the local simulations

because of the small q* value. The local and global simula-

tions have been compared in detail elsewhere,26 so here we

describe only the local simulation results.

Table I shows the input parameters used in the local

gyrokinetic simulations, performed at r/a� 0.85. The input

values given here are for the GYRO “base case” runs for

LOC (shot 1120626023) and SOC (shot 1120626028) at the

CECE measurement position (�0.85). The values are time

averaged over 0.5 s (0.9–1.4 s). These experimental values

are taken from the profile data shown in Fig. 2 (unless

noted). Here q*¼qs/a with sound gyroradius of the main

ion (Deuterium) qs and minor radius, a. It is noteworthy that

Bunitð¼ 1
r

dvt

dr with toroidal flux, vt) is used to calculate qs in

GYRO. Also, �ei is the electron-ion collision frequency, x0

is the E�B toroidal rotation frequency, cE�B is the E�B

shearing rate, and cP is a rotation shearing rate. q is the safety

factor, and s is the magnetic shear defined as s ¼ r=qjdq=drj.
Due to the low b values of plasmas used in this study

(bt< 1%), it is expected that electromagnetic effects are neg-

ligible. Thus, only electrostatic simulations were performed.

A realistic plasma shape is considered in the simulations

through the Miller type equilibrium model,38 based on the

equilibrium information obtained from TRANSP. Electron

collisions are modeled by using pitch angle scattering, and

ion-ion collisions are not included in the simulations.

Gyrokinetic ions and drift-kinetic electrons are used. One

impurity species (Boron, B) is used with the estimated main

ion fraction (nD/ne). It was assumed that the main ion density

profile has the same radial gradient as the electron density

profile, but with the different amplitude, determined by the

main ion fraction. Although impurities can affect the main

ion density gradient, we assumed that the main ion density

gradient was not changed even when including impurities.

The nonlinear simulations include only ion scale turbu-

lence kyqs � 1.7. Toroidal grid spacing is Dn¼ 12 with

between 30 and 32 toroidal modes. The domain size was set

to Lx� 130qs by Ly� 110qs with a radial grid spacing

Dx/qs� 0.25 for both the LOC and SOC plasmas. In velocity

space, 128 grid points were set with 8 energies, 8 pitch

angles, and 2 signs of velocity. All simulated quantities in

this study were averaged in the stationary time period for

more than 300[a/cs], where the spatially averaged ion heat

flux, Qi, electron heat flux, Qe, and potential fluctuations of

FIG. 4. Heat diffusivity and flux for LOC/SOC plasmas (red: LOC dis-

charge, blue: SOC discharge) (a) Electron heat diffusivity (ve [m2/s]), (b)

ion heat diffusivity (vi [m2/s]), (c) electron heat flux (Qe [MW/m2]), and (d)

ion heat flux (Qi [MW/m2]). The solid line shows the experimental value

and the dotted line indicates the uncertainty.

TABLE I. Experimental parameters and input values for the GYRO “base

case” runs for LOC (shot 1120626023) and SOC (shot 1120626028) at

CECE measurement position (r/a� 0.85). The values are time averaged over

500 ms from t¼ 0.9–1.4). In the “base case” columns, only input parameters

that were changed from the experimental values (the E�B shear and density

gradient scale length) are listed. All other inputs were taken as the experi-

mental values.

LOC

experimental

SOC

experimental

LOC

base

case

SOC

base

case

q* 1.5� 10�3 1.4� 10�3 … …

cs/a (MHz) 0.65 0.59 … …

ne (1020m�3) 0.58 (60.022) 0.94 (60.036) … …

a=Lne
1.25 (60.45) 1.30 (60.57) … 1.87

Te (keV) 0.43 (60.068) 0.35 (60.030) … …

a=LTe
7.48 (61.84) 6.28 (61.16) … …

Ti (keV) 0.31 (60.040) 0.25 (60.039) … …

a=LTi
5.54 (60.84) 5.86 (60.95) … …

Te/Ti 1.39 (60.28) 1.40 (60.25) … …

Zeff 2.53 (60.47) 1.48 (60.25) … …

nD/ne 0.82 (60.09) 0.95 (60.03) … …

nB/ne 0.036 (60.018) 0.01 (60.006) … …

�ei [cs/a] 0.56 (60.11) 1.28 (60.22) … …

xo [cs/a] �0.0025 (60.0016) �0.0037 (60.0045) … …

cE�B [cs/a] 0.017 (60.016) 0.0015 (60.022) 0.032 0.023

cP [cs/a] 0.16 (60.014) 0.015 (60.22) … …

q 2.78 2.83 … …

s 2.74 2.48 … …

042303-5 Sung et al. Phys. Plasmas 23, 042303 (2016)



each toroidal modes are saturated. The uncertainties on the

simulation outputs, which are spatially averaged fluctuating

functions of time only, are estimated from the standard devi-

ation of the mean values from 50 a/cs subwindows in the

stationary time period to average over the inherent variability

due to turbulence.

Normally in validation studies, “base case” simulations

are performed using the experimental profiles as input, with-

out making any changes.3,39 However, we found that the

nonlinear simulations in the outer core region of Ohmic

L-mode plasmas at C-Mod are extremely challenging. If we

just used the experimental inputs with no modifications, it

was not possible to produce a well-resolved simulation with-

out using unrealistically large box sizes (e.g., more than half

the plasma minor radius). Instead, to develop the “base case”

simulations, it was necessary to modify the E�B shearing

rate in both the LOC and SOC plasmas and the density gradi-

ent in the SOC plasma. Table I lists the experimental values

as well as the “base case” inputs for the GYRO simulations.

To ensure the reliability of the results, we performed a series

of convergence tests in simulation box size, the maximum

simulated k, radial grid spacing, velocity space, and energy.

These tests typically involved increasing the resolutions by

approximately 50% in each dimension. It was found that

these numerical variations did not change the simulated heat

fluxes outside of diagnosed uncertainties. More details of the

development of the “base case” simulations, including com-

parison with global GYRO simulations and discussion of the

many convergence studies done, are found in Ref. 26.

For the SOC simulation, the eventual “base case” is a

well-resolved run with reasonable domain size (Lx: 130.9qs,

Ly: 114.3qs) where both the E�B shearing rate and the

normalized electron density scale length were increased by

the 1-sigma error bars from Table I values. The SOC “base

case” values are cE�B¼ 0.023[cs/a] and a/Ln¼ 1.87. The

value of a=LTi
was kept at the experimental value

(a=LTi
¼ 5:86) for the SOC “base case”. Similarly, for the

LOC simulation “base case,” a well-resolved run with rea-

sonable domain size (Lx: 130.8qs, Ly: 107.1qs) was obtained.

In this case, only the E�B shearing rate was increased by

the 1-sigma error bar (cE�B¼ 0.032[cs/a]) from Table I.

Again, the value of a=LTi
was kept at the experimental value

(a=LTi
¼ 5:54) for the LOC “base case.”

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND
NONLINEAR GYROKINETIC SIMULATIONS

In this section, we describe comparisons between exper-

imental fluctuation measurements and transport values from

the outer core region (r/a� 0.85) with the local, nonlinear

GYRO simulations described in Section III. We refer to a

simulation as the “base case” when the input a=LTi
value

used is the experimental value from Table I (but the E�B

shear and a/Ln values may have been changed). The simula-

tions will be labeled “ion-heat flux matched” if the experi-

mental ion heat flux has been matched by increasing only

a=LTi
by the 1-sigma experimental error.

The GYRO heat flux results from “base case” runs

(a=LTi
’ 5:5 in LOC, a=LTi

’ 5:8 in SOC) and “ion-heat flux

matched” runs (a=LTi
’ 6:3 in LOC and a=LTi

’ 6:8 in SOC)

are compared in Figure 5 with each other and with the experi-

mental power balance levels. In Figure 5 the solid black line

is the power balance heat flux value and the horizontal dashed

lines represent 61 sigma error bars on the power balance

FIG. 5. Comparison of simulated heat

fluxes from the “base case” runs

(a=LTi
’ 5:5 in LOC, a=LTi

’ 5:8 in

SOC) and “ion heat flux matched” runs

(a=LTi
’ 6:3 in LOC, a=LTi

’ 6:8 in

SOC) with the experimental heat fluxes

from power balance analysis (Section

III describes the set-up for these simu-

lations). The shaded region indicates

the experimental region, formed by the

uncertainties in the experimental heat

fluxes and a=LTi
. (a) Ion heat flux, Qi

[MW/m2] in the LOC plasma, (b) elec-

tron heat flux, Qe [MW/m2] in the

LOC plasma, (c) Qi [MW/m2] in the

SOC plasma, and (d) Qe [MW/m2] in

the SOC plasma.
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values. In the base case, we found that the “base case” nonlin-

ear simulations under-predicted ion heat flux Qi and electron

heat flux Qe compared to power balance analysis in both LOC

and SOC discharges. In the “ion-heat flux matched” simula-

tions, it was possible to match Qi by increasing a/LTi by the

1-sigma error bar, but the electron heat flux, Qe is still sub-

stantially under-predicted in the LOC plasma. In the

SOC plasma, the simulated electron heat flux is closer to the

experimental level compared to the LOC plasma, but still

under-predicted. The experimental trend from power balance

showed an increase of Qi and the decrease of Qe across the

LOC/SOC transition. The pair of “ion-heat flux matched”

simulations show that both Qi and Qe increase going from

LOC to SOC. The trend in Qi is consistent with experiment,

but the increase of Qe is not, although we note that the change

in Qe is still within the range of experimental uncertainty.

For comparisons between CECE fluctuation measure-

ments and GYRO results, the “ion-heat flux matched” simu-

lations are used. In order to compare simulated electron

temperature fluctuations directly with the CECE measure-

ments, we need a computational model which can convert

the simulated “raw” outputs into simulated diagnostic signals

by considering the experimental limits on spatial resolution

and Doppler-shift effects. This computational model is called

a synthetic diagnostic.3,40 In this study, we modified an exist-

ing synthetic diagnostic model for the CECE diagnostic in

DIII-D3 for use in C-Mod. The synthetic model used in this

study is described in Ref. 26.

The same signal analysis process was applied to both

the synthetic (simulation data) and measured fluctuation time

series (experimental data). Figure 6(a) shows the measured

temperature fluctuation level compared with the GYRO syn-

thetic fluctuation level. The cross-power spectrum is inte-

grated over the frequency range 0–170 kHz to obtain the

fluctuation level, since 170 kHz is the highest frequency

where we observed turbulent fluctuations in both the LOC

and SOC discharges. The fluctuation levels agree within

error bars with experiment in both LOC and SOC. But there

is no difference between LOC and SOC outside of error bars

for the synthetic fluctuation levels (due to the estimated

uncertainties on the simulation results). The synthetic cross-

power spectra compared with experimental cross-power

spectra are shown in Figure 6(b) for the LOC plasma and

6(c) for the SOC plasma. While the amplitude of the fluctua-

tions agree within error bars, the shapes of the simulated

spectra do not agree with experiment. The GYRO predicted

spectra are more narrow in frequency (less Doppler shifted)

than the experimental spectra. In these simulations, the Er

value estimated from TRANSP (��1 kV/m) was used. As

will be explored later, the discrepancy in the spectral shape

can be resolved by using Er� 9 kV/m, which required an

additional input parameter change (other than just a=LTi
), so

the discussion is deferred to Section V.

V. SENSITIVITY OF SIMULATION RESULTS
TO CHANGES IN THE INPUT PARAMETERS

In Section IV, we showed by increasing the input a=LTi

by the 1-sigma experimental error bar that local, nonlinear

long-wavelength electrostatic GYRO simulations can match

both the experimental levels of ion heat flux and electron

temperature fluctuations within experimental error bars. In

these same simulations, the electron heat flux is below the

experimental values and the synthetic spectra were narrower

than experiment. Possible reasons for these discrepancies are

investigated in this section.

A. Sensitivity of ion heat flux and electron temperature
fluctuation levels

For these scans, we change many different input param-

eters within their uncertainties, that is, X 6 rX was used for

FIG. 6. Comparison of synthetic ~T e=Te fluctuations with the measurements

in the LOC and SOC plasmas (a) relative ~T e=Te fluctuation level in both the

LOC/SOC plasmas, (b) cross power spectrum in the LOC, and (c) cross

power spectrum in the SOC. The dotted lines in (b) and (c) indicate the error

in the synthetic spectrum.
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the sensitivity analysis, where X is a certain input parameter

and rX is the 1-sigma value of the experimental uncertainty.

Figure 7 shows the fractional changes in Qi and syn-

thetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels with the changes in each input

parameter. From Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we first notice that

a=LTi
and a=LTe

are the most sensitive parameters for Qi in

both discharges. Increasing a=LTi
by its uncertainty (�15%)

results in an approximately 80% increase in Qi. The sharp

increase in Qi with the increase of a=LTi
will indicate that

ITG mode is important in these simulations. It is also shown

that Qi increases with other ITG favorable changes such as

increasing nD/ne and a/Ln.

Unlike a=LTi
, the decrease of a=LTe

by its uncertainty

(�20%–25%) increases Qi by more than 50%. The increase

of a=LTe
also affects Qi significantly by decreasing it by

more than 20%, although the variation in Qi is smaller than

the decrease of a=LTe
. Increasing the electron-ion collision

frequency, �ei, will decrease the activity of trapped electrons,

that is, the non-adiabatic electron response. Since non-

adiabatic electrons destabilize the ITG mode as well as

TEM, although ITG mode can be destabilized without non-

adiabatic electrons, it is hard to connect the changes in Qi

with �ei to a specific turbulence mode, either ITG or TEM. It

will be more appropriate to leave it as the effect of the

response of non-adiabatic electrons rather than a certain

turbulence mode. It is shown that Qi decreases with the

increase in �ei (or the reduction of non-adiabatic electron

response) in both LOC and SOC discharges. However, Qi

changes within 20% by increasing/decreasing �ei by its

uncertainty (�20%). This 20% variation indicates that Qi is

less sensitive to �ei than to gradient scale lengths. In the

LOC discharge, dilution or main ion fraction, nD/ne also

changes Qi by more than 20%, which is consistent with the

previous study in C-Mod.9,41

Figures 7(c) and 7(d) show the changes in synthetic
~Te=Te fluctuation levels with input parameters. Similar to Qi,

synthetic fluctuation levels increase with ITG favorable

changes such as the increase of a=LTi
and nD/ne and the

decrease of a/Ln. It is noteworthy that the largest variation

in synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels is obtained from

the decrease of a/Ln by its uncertainty (�40%), not from the

increase of a=LTi
. Even the increase of nD/ne changes the

synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels by more than the increase

of a=LTi
in the LOC discharge. The dependency of synthetic

~Te=Te fluctuation levels on a=LTe
is also interesting. The

decrease in a=LTe
increases the synthetic level in both LOC

and SOC discharges. This can be interpreted as the result of

a more destabilized ITG mode, consistent with the sensitivity

of Qi. However, the increase in a=LTe
also increases the syn-

thetic ~Te=Te fluctuation level. More destabilized TEM turbu-

lence due to the increase of a=LTe
may cause the increase of

~Te=Te fluctuation level. This indicates that synthetic ~Te=Te

fluctuation levels respond to both ITG and TEM relevant

changes. Thus, we should be careful when connecting the

changes in ~Te=Te fluctuations with the changes in the spe-

cific turbulence mode. Dependency of synthetic ~Te=Te fluc-

tuations on �ei is similar to the observation in Qi, but

synthetic level increases not only with the increase in �ei but

also with its decrease in the SOC discharge. An approxi-

mately 3% increase in synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels

with the increase of �ei might not be meaningful. If the �ei

value in the SOC discharge is already high enough to sup-

press most of the response of non-adiabatic electrons, then

the synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels with the �ei above this

level will be saturated and fluctuate within the uncertainty. If

this is the case, we may need to think of the 3% increase of

the fluctuation level with the increase in �ei as the saturation

rather than the increase. In order to verify this possibility, a

FIG. 7. Fractional changes in the simu-

lated ion heat flux and synthetic elec-

tron temperature fluctuation level with

input parameter changes at the CECE

measurement position (r/a� 0.85) for

the LOC and SOC discharges (shot:

1120626023 (LOC), 1120626028

(SOC)). (a) Ion heat flux, Qi, in the

LOC discharge, (b) Qi in the SOC dis-

charge, (c) synthetic ~T e=Te fluctuation

level in the LOC discharge, and (d)

synthetic ~T e=Te fluctuation level in the

SOC discharge. a/Ln was fixed in the

SOC discharge, then the fractional

change due to a/Ln was represented as

zero in the SOC discharge.
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run with higher �ei outside experimental uncertainty would

likely be required.

B. Sensitivity of electron heat flux level

The under-prediction of the electron heat flux by the

long wavelength simulations is found to be robust and cannot

be resolved by changing experimental inputs within error

bars. Figure 8(a) shows that the highest Qe values obtained

from the sensitivity analysis runs are still under-predicted

from the experimental level in both LOC and SOC

discharges.

The variations of Qe with the changes in input parame-

ters are shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). The increase in a=LTi

causes the largest variation in Qe in both discharges. We

also note that there was no change in Qe with the increase

of a=LTe
in the SOC discharge, while Qe increases about

15% with the increase of a=LTe
in the LOC discharge.

Since the increase of a=LTe
is favorable for TEM, this may

indicate that TEM is more important in the LOC discharge

than the SOC discharge. We also note that the variation of

Qe with a=LTe
changes is less than 20%. Thus, the varia-

tions of Qe with a=LTe
are smaller than the variations with

a=LTi
.

In the LOC discharge, Qe is sensitive to nD/ne and the

increase of �ei. In the same discharge, Qe increases about

10% with the decrease of a/Ln in the LOC discharge,

although synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels increase by about

40%. In the SOC discharge, Qe does not vary significantly

(less than 10%) with input parameter changes except for the

increase of a=LTi
, while synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuations are sen-

sitive to the decrease of �ei as well as a=LTi
in the same dis-

charge. Qe is a function of three fluctuating quantities

(potential fluctuations, ne and Te fluctuations) and their phase

relations. Synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation level is a function of

Te fluctuations and can be also affected by ne fluctuations

and the phase between Te and ne fluctuations if optical depth

is not high enough. Thus, the sensitivity of Qe to the changes

in the inputs is not necessarily identical to the sensitivity of

synthetic Te fluctuations. This is because the synthetic ~Te=Te

fluctuations are limited to low ky turbulence, kyqs< 0.3,

whereas the simulated electron heat flux comes from all

simulated kyqs values. Further analysis of the impact of elec-

tron temperature gradient (ETG) scale turbulence on the

electron heat flux is likely required to investigate the physics

behind different sensitivities of Qe and synthetic ~Te=Te

fluctuations.

In Sections V A and V B, we varied one variable at a

time to see the dependence of the simulated heat transport

and synthetic Te fluctuations on each parameter. However, it

will be also interesting to see how the simulated transport

and fluctuations are varied with the coupled changes such as

increase in both a=LTe
and a=LTi

simultaneously or increase

in a=LTe
with decrease in a=LTi

and see whether the sensitiv-

ity on each parameter observed in this sensitivity study will

be just added up in the run with a coupled changes or not.

These interesting runs should be performed in the future.

C. Shape of the experimental temperature fluctuation
frequency spectra

We first checked whether or not the ion-heat flux

matched GYRO simulations could reproduce the measured
~Te=Te fluctuation spectral shape by varying the rotation fre-

quency, xo within its uncertainty. In these simulations,

GYRO uses the rotation frequency calculated from the radial

FIG. 8. (a) Comparison of the highest and lowest values of simulated elec-

tron heat flux obtained from the sensitivity analysis for the LOC/SOC dis-

charges at the CECE measurement position (r/a� 0.85) (shot: 1120626023

(LOC), 1120626028 (SOC)) with the experiments. Fractional changes in the

simulated electron heat flux with input parameter changes in the same sensi-

tivity analysis for (b) the LOC discharge and (c) the SOC discharge. a/Ln

was fixed in the SOC discharge, and the fractional change due to a/Ln was

represented as zero in the SOC discharge.
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electric field, Er. This Er value is estimated from TRANSP

using the force balance equation as follows:42

Er ¼
1

niZie

dPi

dr
� Vp;iBt þ Vt;iBp; (1)

where ni, Zi, and Pi are the density, charge, and pressure of

the ion used in the Er calculation. Vp,i and Vt,i are the poloi-

dal and toroidal velocities of the ion, respectively, and Bt and

Bp are the toroidal and poloidal magnetic field, respectively.

TRANSP uses the experimental toroidal velocity and pres-

sure gradient to estimate the first and second terms, and a

neoclassical calculation is used to estimate the poloidal ve-

locity through the NCLASS module43 for the third term in

Eq. (1).

We found that the neoclassical rotation values in both

toroidal and poloidal directions for LOC and SOC plasmas

are not always consistent with measurements, which indi-

cates that rotation can be induced by other mechanisms, such

as turbulence.44–46 Applying the calculated neoclassical

poloidal velocity can be an issue, since the contribution of

the poloidal velocity term to total Er value is not negligible.

As shown in Fig. 9, the contribution of the poloidal velocity

term is comparable to the contribution of the toroidal veloc-

ity term at r/a� 0.85, and the pressure gradient term is small

compared to the other two terms at this location (in contrast

to the pedestal region at C-Mod, where the diamagnetic term

is usually dominant47,48). We also see that the sign of the to-

roidal and poloidal velocity terms is opposite. Then, cancel-

ing out two terms results in a small Er value near to zero. In

this situation, if the real poloidal velocity has the opposite

sign to the estimated neoclassical value, it will change the

estimated experimental Er value significantly. It is therefore

possible that the TRANSP calculated neoclassical rotation

profile was not consistent with the experiments, and is result-

ing in a GYRO predicted CECE spectrum that is narrower

than the measured.

In order to check this possibility, we used the edge

charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) diag-

nostic to estimate the Er value with the measured toroidal/

poloidal velocity and pressure gradient. We note that in the

past analysis of these discharges13 the x-ray spectroscopy

data (available only inside r/a< 0.80) was used to constrain

the experimental rotation profiles. Here, we have improved

the analysis by combining the x-ray spectroscopy data

(r/a< 0.80) with the CXRS data (r/a> 0.80), in order to bet-

ter constrain the Er profile at the CECE measurement loca-

tion. The measured Er by CXRS at r/a� 0.85 is 3 6 12 kV/m

for both the LOC and SOC discharges. The estimated Er

value from TRANSP is ��1 kV/m, which is consistent with

the measurements within the large uncertainty. For the com-

parison of fluctuation spectra, we used the Qi matched run

for the LOC discharge and the low nD/ne run (nD=ne

¼ ðnD=neÞexp � rnD=ne) for the SOC discharge. It was found

that the synthetic spectral shape is similar to the measured

spectrum over a broad frequency range when Er� 9 kV/m,

which is within the uncertainty of the measured Er value, as

shown in Fig. 10. Given that the CXRS measurements con-

strain Er to be near zero at these measurement locations

(Er¼ 3 6 12 kV/m) and since the simulations are being run

to match the ion heat flux, the choice of E�B shear used in

the simulations should not alter the calculated momentum

flux, which should be close to zero in the simulations (or

FIG. 9. Total Er value with the contribution of each component (toroidal ve-

locity, Vtor, poloidal velocity, Vpol, and pressure gradient) estimated from

TRANSP in (a) the LOC discharge and (b) the SOC discharge.

FIG. 10. Comparison of the synthetic
~T e=Te fluctuation spectrum with the

measured spectrum when the Er value

estimated from TRANSP (��1 kV/m)

was used for (a) the LOC discharge

and (b) the SOC discharge. The syn-

thetic spectral with Er� 9 kV/m for (c)

the LOC discharge and (d) the SOC

discharge is also compared with the

measurements.
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more accurately, the sum of turbulent and neoclassical mo-

mentum fluxes is zero). For these simulations, indeed we

find that the gyroBohm normalized ion momentum fluxes

(including the impurity) are small (�4–6) in both LOC and

SOC plasmas, considering the gyroBohm normalized ion

heat fluxes (including the impurity) are �20–40. The

gyroBohm unit momentum and heat fluxes are defined as

Pgb ¼ neaTeðqs=aÞ2 and Qgb ¼ neTecsðqs=aÞ2, respectively.

However, when the simulations were run with Er

� 9 kV/m, we found a new feature in the simulated synthetic

CECE spectra—a narrow peak near 30 kHz in the synthetic

spectra in both LOC and SOC discharges. This narrow peak

is shown in Figure 10, panels (c) and (d). In several other

experiments49,50 coherent or quasi-coherent peaks are

observed in measured density fluctuations and these peaks

are reproduced by simulations. In these other works, the

simulated coherent peak is interpreted as arising from real

physical fluctuations, specifically density gradient TEM49 or

temperature gradient TEM.50 But in our experiments, we

did not observe any coherent peak in the measured tempera-

ture fluctuations, so we suspected that the peak seen in the

simulations was related to a numerical issue.

Often, a peak in the heat flux or fluctuations in a nonlin-

ear simulation arises at the smallest simulated ky value

due to inadequate resolution or box-size. But in this case, the

peak occurs at a higher value of ky than the smallest in the

box, so it does not appear to be caused by such a resolution

issue. Several simulations for box-size scans and radial grid

scans, not shown here, but described in Ref. 26, confirmed

this, as the peak was still present across those scans.

The high collisionality in both the LOC and SOC plas-

mas at these outer core radial locations (r/a� 0.85) could be

causing accuracy issues when using lower order radial basis

function (RBF) expansions.51 Indeed, we found that the

order of the radial basis function used to evaluate the colli-

sion operator52 does indeed affect the coherent peak seen in

the simulated spectrum. In our simulations, we can eliminate

the coherent peak by increasing the order of the radial basis

function (RBF), by using the GYRO variable name

ORD_RBF, from 3 (default, used in the base case and ion-

heat flux matched runs) to 5 (which is recommended to use

when the collision frequency is near unity). In the SOC

plasma at the simulated radius, the collision frequency,

�ei¼ 1.28 (Table I), and in the LOC plasma, �ei¼ 0.56

(Table I). Interestingly, the increase in the order of the radial

basis function strongly mitigates the coherent peak in the

simulated spectrum in both plasmas. Authors also note that

the changes in heat fluxes with the order of the radial basis

function are within their uncertainties, indicating the sensi-

tivity analyses with 3rd-order RBFs in this study are still

valid.

Figure 11 shows the synthetic spectra in the LOC/SOC

discharges with the same Er value as �9 kV/m but with dif-

ferent values of the order for the radial basis function, where

3rd-order RBFs used in Figures 11(a) and 11(c) and 5th-

order RBFs used in Figures 11(b) and 11(d). It is shown that

increasing the order of the radial basis function suppresses

the peak significantly, and that the synthetic spectrum with

5th-order RBFs becomes more similar to the measured spec-

trum. These simulations show that GYRO can reproduce the

measured spectral shape in a broad frequency range in both

LOC and SOC discharges within the uncertainty of the meas-

ured Er values by CXRS, which implies that GYRO pre-

dicted the correct ~Te=Te fluctuation spectrum in k space.

This also suggests that the inaccurate estimation of poloidal

velocity from neoclassical calculation is the reason for the

narrower synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation spectra compared to the

experiments. However, we should note that the uncertainty

in the Er measurements for the LOC/SOC discharge is about

400%. In the future, we need a dedicated experiment for

more accurate Er measurements in Ohmic discharges to see

whether or not the neoclassical poloidal velocity used in

GYRO is responsible for the discrepancy of the ~Te=Te fluctu-

ation spectral shape.

FIG. 11. Comparison of the synthetic
~T e=Te fluctuation spectrum with the

measured spectrum with Er� 9 kV/m

using the simulations with different

values of the order of the radial basis

function (GYRO variable ORD_RBF).

(a) Result from the LOC plasma simu-

lation with the 3rd-order RBFs, (b)

result from the LOC plasma simulation

with the 5th-order RBFs, (c) result

from the SOC plasma simulation with

the 3rd-order RBFs, and (d) result

from the SOC plasma simulation with

the 5th-order RBFs.
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VI. INVESTIGATION OF THE ITG/TEM HYPOTHESIS
FOR THE LOC/SOC PLASMAS

In this section, we discuss the results from nonlinear

simulations in the context of LOC/SOC hypothesis, to deter-

mine if the nonlinear simulations provide any evidence that

TEM turbulence is more active in the LOC plasma and ITG

turbulence is more active in the SOC plasma.

First, we compare the eigenvalue linear stability analysis

shown previously (Figure 3) when the experimental values

were used as inputs to the linear stability analysis using the

“ion-heat flux matched” simulation inputs. Figure 12 shows

the changes in both dominant and sub-dominant linear unsta-

ble modes between two discharges, using “ion-heat flux

matched” simulation inputs. In both discharges, three or four

unstable ion modes exist, and their growth rates are compa-

rable between the two discharges. The SOC discharge has

two unstable electron modes in kyqs� 0.3, while the LOC

discharge has one unstable electron mode in the CECE rele-

vant region. However, the growth rate of the sub-dominant

electron mode in kyqs� 0.3 in the SOC discharge is not

significant, less than the E�B shearing rate used in this sim-

ulation (�15 kHz), and also less than half of the growth rate

of the dominant electron mode. The growth rates of the dom-

inant electron mode in kyqs� 0.3 are comparable between

the LOC and SOC discharges. In kyqs> 0.3, the electron

mode in the LOC discharge has the higher growth rate

compared to the SOC discharge, consistent with the linear

stability analysis results in Section II. Similar to the linear

stability analysis results using experimental values as input,

the linear stability analysis performed using the “ion-heat

flux matched” simulation inputs shows no clear evidence

of a transition from TEM to ITG turbulence across the LOC/

SOC transition, but TEM turbulence in kyqs> 0.3 is more

unstable in the LOC discharge compared to the SOC.

FIG. 12. Linear stability analysis using

eigenvalue solver with the input pa-

rameters used in the Qi matched simu-

lations for (a) the LOC discharge (shot

1120626023) and (b) the SOC dis-

charge. Red-circle, dotted line: most

unstable electron mode, blue-oval,

dashed line: most unstable ion mode.
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Second, we examined the results from the ion-heat flux

matched nonlinear simulations. The direction of propagation of

the turbulence in the simulation can be seen in the plot of the

power spectrum of fluctuations on the midplane per toroidal

number, n, as shown in Figure 13. For both LOC and SOC dis-

charges, there is no clear propagation direction, with the turbu-

lence propagating in both the ion and electron diamagnetic

drift directions (negative and positive real frequencies in

GYRO, respectively). In addition, there is no difference in

mode structure in the simulations. This result indicates that

there are no changes in the dominant turbulence mode between

the LOC and SOC discharges near the edge region.

Third, we looked to the results from the sensitivity scans

discussed in Sections V A and V B. The sensitivity analysis

showed that a=LTi
is one of the strongest knobs to change the

simulated levels of Qi, Qe and synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation

levels in both LOC and SOC discharges. a=LTe
is also impor-

tant for Qi and synthetic ~Te=Te fluctuation levels, while Qe

varies less than 20% with the changes in a=LTe
in both dis-

charges. However, it is also noteworthy that Qe in the LOC

discharge is more sensitive to a=LTe
compared to the SOC

discharge, suggesting that TEM is more important in the

LOC discharge. These results may indicate that the contribu-

tion of ITG to the heat transport is larger than that of TEM in

both discharges although TEM is not ignorable in these sim-

ulations. It was observed that nD/ne is important in the LOC

discharge, consistent with previous studies.9,41 a/Ln is also

an important parameter for Qi and synthetic ~Te=Te fluctua-

tions in the LOC discharge. Although variations of �ei by its

uncertainty do not result in significant changes in synthetic
~Te=Te fluctuation levels, the consistent trend of synthetic
~Te=Te fluctuation levels with �ei in the experiments was

observed, while the trend of ~Te=Te fluctuation levels with

nD/ne was opposite to the experiments.

So far, we have shown that there is no dominant turbu-

lence mode change from TEM to ITG across the LOC/SOC

transition. However, it is true that ion heat transport is

enhanced significantly in the SOC discharge compared to the

electron heat transport and that ion heat flux is larger than

electron heat flux in the SOC discharge, while it is opposite

in the LOC discharge as shown in Table II. Table II shows

the simulated heat flux values and RMS fluctuation levels on

the mid-plane output from the ion-heat flux matched runs

for the LOC and SOC discharges. In order to understand the

changes in heat transport between the LOC and SOC dis-

charges, we investigated the differences in other turbulence

parameters between the LOC/SOC discharges, looking at pa-

rameters that are not currently measured such as potential

and ion temperature fluctuations. There is more than a 30%

increase of potential fluctuations in the SOC discharge com-

pared to the LOC discharge. Ion temperature fluctuations

also increase in the SOC discharge about 10%–20% com-

pared to the LOC discharge, while electron temperature

fluctuations decrease about 15% in the SOC discharge. Both

electron and ion density fluctuations vary within 10%

between the LOC and SOC plasmas. The increase of poten-

tial and ion temperature fluctuations can be linked to the

higher ion heat flux in the SOC discharge. The increase of

electron heat flux can also be explained by the increase of

potential fluctuations. The decrease of electron temperature

fluctuations may mitigate the increase of electron heat flux in

the SOC discharge. We should note that potential and den-

sity fluctuations are within the uncertainty of the simulations.

Nevertheless, the increases in potential and ion temperature

fluctuations result in an increase in ion heat flux by a factor

of 2. In addition, heat flux spectra on kyqs were compared

between the LOC/SOC discharges, as shown in Figure 14.

We first note that ion heat flux is mainly come from

kyqs< 0.5, and the main ion heat flux is increased in all kyqs

value in kyqs< 0.5. In the electron heat flux spectra, we can

notice that the fraction of electron heat flux in kyqs> 0.5 in

total electron heat flux is larger in the LOC discharge

compared to the SOC discharge. The electron heat flux in

kyqs< 0.5 in the SOC is larger than the electron heat flux in

kyqs< 0.5 in the LOC. Interestingly, the electron heat flux in

FIG. 13. Power spectrum of simulated

potential fluctuations on the midplane

from Qi matched simulations at the

CECE measurement position for (a)

the LOC discharge (shot:1120626023)

and (b) the SOC discharge (shot:

1120626028) with experimental input

values. The simulated potential fluctu-

ations are averaged radially.

TABLE II. The simulation results of the “ion heat flux matched case” for

the LOC/SOC discharges at the CECE measurement position. Heat fluxes

are averaged in space and time. Fluctuations are the values on the midplane

and are averaged radially and in time. The uncertainties of midplane fluctua-

tions and heat fluxes come from the standard deviation of the mean values

from subwindows (Dt¼ 50 [a/cs], Dr� 25qs), taking into account the auto-

correlation time and length of the fluctuations.

LOC SOC

Qi (MW/m2) 0.026 (60.0012) 0.053 (60.0021)

Qe (MW/m2) 0.031 (60.0012) 0.041 (60.0013)

Syn. ~T e=Te ð%Þ 0.86 (60.06) 0.80 (60.07)

e~/=Te ð%Þ 4.03 (60.57) 5.54 (61.32)

~ni=ni ð%Þ 1.97 (60.075) 1.84 (60.11)

~ne=ne ð%Þ 1.64 (60.074) 1.68 (60.10)
~T i=Ti ð%Þ 3.62 (60.28) 4.07 (60.26)
~T e=Te ð%Þ 2.70 (60.12) 2.26 (60.10)
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kyqs> 0.5 in the SOC discharge is comparable to the LOC

discharge. (Total electron heat flux in kyqs> 0.5 is about

0.014 MW/m2 in both LOC and SOC discharges.) This can

be considered as opposite compared to linear stability analy-

sis, which shows the reduction of electron mode growth rate

in kyqs> 0.5. However, if the conductive heat flux (�ne
~Te

~/)

is significant or larger compared to the convective heat flux

(�Te ~ne
~/) in the turbulent electron heat transport (electro-

static), it is expected that higher heat flux with higher density

unless there is no dramatic turbulence change, e.g., turbu-

lence change in L/H transition. Then, the same amount of

heat flux with higher density may indicate the reduction of

turbulence in this kyqs range, which can be consistent with

the linear stability analysis. It is also worth noting that elec-

tron heat flux is significantly under-predicted in these simu-

lations. It is therefore not evident that these simulations

describe well the electron heat transport changes across the

LOC/SOC transition, as will be discussed in Section VII.

All these results can be summarized as follows: There is

no dominant turbulence mode change from TEM to ITG

between the LOC and SOC discharges in C-Mod. However,

this does not mean that there is no change in turbulence

between these two discharges. Linear stability analysis

shows that electron mode turbulence in kyqs> 0.3 is more

unstable in the LOC discharge compared to the SOC, and the

sensitivity of Qe on a=LTe
in the nonlinear simulations sug-

gests that TEM is more important although both discharges

have “mixed mode.” Thus, this study shows that TEM is

relatively more important in the LOC discharge compared

to the SOC discharge. However, it is not necessarily that

dramatic linear transition between ITG and TEM across the

LOC/SOC transition.

VII. IMPACT OF MISSING HIGH-K TURBULENCE ON
THE ELECTRON HEAT FLUX LEVEL

So far, we have observed that GYRO can reproduce

experimental ion heat flux levels, Qi, ~Te=Te fluctuation

levels, and ~Te=Te fluctuation spectral shape by modifying

input values within the uncertainty of the measurements.

However, the electron heat flux, Qe, is under-predicted in all

simulations robustly. Since both Qe and synthetic ~Te=Te fluc-

tuations are related to electron transport, the disagreement

with electron heat flux and agreement with temperature fluc-

tuations appear incompatible. However, the measured ~Te=Te

fluctuations come from low ky, ion scale, turbulence

(kyqs< 0.3), and the synthetic diagnostic takes this into

account. In contrast, the GYRO simulated Qe comes from

only ion scale turbulence (kyqs � 1.7) included in the low-k

simulations, while the experimental Qe from power balance

analysis can be caused by turbulence spanning the ion to

electron scales. In Sections IV and V, we have shown agree-

ment within the uncertainty in Qi and synthetic ~Te=Te fluctu-

ations, and the disagreements in Qe with the experiments. In

other words, the simulations agree with the experimental

quantities that are predominantly linked to ion scale turbu-

lence. This suggests that the small-scale electron temperature

gradient (ETG) turbulence, that is not included in the simula-

tions used in this study, could be primarily responsible for

the disagreement in Qe. According to a simple mixing length

estimate, which shows diffusivity induced by turbulence

which has a growth rate, c, and wavenumber, k, v� c/k2, the

contribution of electron scale turbulence to the transport will

be ignorable due to its short wavelength. However, previous

non-linear simulation works show that electron transport,

above the estimated level from a mixing length estimate, can

be induced by electron scale turbulence.53,54 In addition,

recent simulations of RF L-mode plasmas at C-Mod have

shown that changes in the turbulence and transport due to

ETG turbulence must be included with expensive multi-scale

simulations (ITG/TEM and ETG together) in order to match

the experiment.55–57

In order to investigate the possible role of ETG in

the Ohmic L-mode plasmas, linear stability analysis for elec-

tron scale turbulence was performed using inputs for the

FIG. 14. Time averaged heat flux spec-

tra on kyqs in the “ion heat flux

matched” runs (a) main ion heat flux

spectrum in the LOC discharge (shot

1120626023) and (b) electron heat flux

spectrum in the LOC discharge (c)

main ion heat flux spectrum in the

LOC discharge (shot 1120626028) and

(d) electron heat flux spectrum in the

LOC discharge.
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“ion-heat flux matched” cases in the LOC and SOC dis-

charges. Only electron scale turbulence (kyqs¼ [2.0, 65.0] or

kyqe¼ [0.0, 1.0], where qe is an electron gyroradius, defined

as qe¼ ve/Xce with ve ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=me

p
and Xce¼ eB/mec) was

included in these simulations. Ions and electrons are treated

as gyrokinetic ions and electrons, and the Debye shielding

effect, which can be important for ETG turbulence due to its

small spatial scale,58,59 is included in the simulation. Boron

was used as an impurity with the estimated dilution fraction,

and initial value solver was used.

As shown in Fig. 15, the unstable electron modes are

found in both discharges. We then varied a=LTe
to confirm

that these unstable modes are ETG turbulence. It was found

that the growth rate of this mode increases with the increase

in a=LTe
, which is consistent with the characteristics of the

ETG turbulence. Although the unstable ETG-like turbulence

was found in the linear simulations, the contribution of this

unstable mode to electron transport is unknown until multi-

scale simulations,55,56 which include both ion and electron

scale simulations, are performed. This will be future work.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, gyrokinetic analysis with the code GYRO

was performed to model C-Mod Ohmic L-mode discharges,

as part of a study of LOC/SOC transition physics. Detailed

comparisons between local, long wavelength electrostatic

gyrokinetic simulations and experimental measurements of

electron temperature fluctuations have been performed. It

was found that GYRO can reproduce Qi and the synthetic
~Te=Te fluctuation levels within the uncertainty of input

parameters, and the ~Te=Te fluctuation spectral shape can also

be reproduced within the uncertainty of the measured radial

electric field, Er. However, Qe is under-predicted robustly

and cannot be recovered by changing the simulation inputs

within error bars. Because the long wavelength simulations

can match both the ion heat flux (presumably due predomi-

nantly to ion-scale turbulence) and the ~Te=Te fluctuation

level, which is ion-scale turbulence (kyqs< 0.3), it may be

possible to probe the electron heat flux under-prediction and

the relevance of ETG turbulence using electron-scale simula-

tions only. However, recent work in C-Mod has shown that

multi-scale simulations56 are required to accurately model

the experiments, since the inclusion of ETG turbulence

modifies the interactions between the ITG/TEM scale turbu-

lence and the zonal flows. Both electron-scale and multi-

scale simulations will be explored as part of future work.

The non-linear gyrokinetic simulations showed that ion

heat transport is enhanced in the SOC discharge compared to

the LOC discharge, a trend that was observed in experimen-

tal power balance. In contrast, changes in the electron heat

transport were small (within error bars). Since it is the

increase of ion transport that correlates with the LOC/SOC

transition, we note that in the GYRO simulations, we found

that the simulated potential and the ion temperature fluctua-

tions also increase in the SOC discharge compared to the

LOC discharge. Future work to measure the fluctuations of

potential and ion temperature in experiments may shed light

on the changes in turbulent ion transport across the LOC/

SOC transition.

A primary observation from the experiments is that the

electron temperature fluctuation level measured at r/a� 0.85

is reduced in SOC plasmas compared to LOC plasmas. From

the sensitivity analysis, this could be a result of changes in

collisionality or changes in turbulence drive (from normal-

ized gradients). While dilution, nD/ne, is also higher in the

FIG. 15. Linear stability analysis of

electron scale turbulence (ETG) for the

Qi matched cases in the LOC/SOC dis-

charges with changes in a=LTe
by its

uncertainty. (a) Real frequency, xr [cs/a]

and growth rate, c [cs/a] in the LOC dis-

charge (b) xr [cs/a] and c [cs/a] in the

SOC discharge.
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SOC discharge than in the LOC discharge, we exclude this

as the cause for differences in fluctuation levels based on the

sensitivity scans. In the scans, an increase of nD/ne makes

synthetic CECE temperature fluctuation levels higher. So the

changes in simulated fluctuations with changes in nD/ne are

not consistent with the experimental observations that fluctu-

ation levels are reduced. In addition, �ei is also higher in

the SOC discharge compared to the LOC discharge. The

increase of �ei tends to decrease of synthetic CECE tempera-

ture fluctuation level, which is consistent with the measure-

ments. Thus, the increase of �ei can be a reason for the

reduction of ~Te=Te fluctuations going from LOC to SOC

plasmas. However, it is also possible that slight differences

in gradient scale lengths are also a reason for the reduction

of ~Te=Te fluctuations. The sensitivity scans show large varia-

tions of synthetic CECE ~Te=Te fluctuation level as gradient

scale lengths are varied within experimental uncertainties.

At this point, the two effects cannot be separated. Thus,

while dilution can be ruled out, it remains an open question

whether collisionality or one of gradient scale lengths

(a=LTi
; a=LTe

; a=Ln), or a combination of them, is the reason

for the reduction of ~Te=Te fluctuations.

The results from this study also addressed the hypothesis

that there is a change in the underlying turbulence from dom-

inant trapped electron mode (TEM) to ion temperature gradi-

ent (ITG) across the LOC/SOC transition.11,12,15 However,

we show that there is no evidence of a clear, simple change

from TEM to ITG turbulence as density is increased across

the LOC/SOC transition based on the results of GYRO simu-

lations, including extensive sensitivity analysis performed on

nonlinear simulations. In this study, the simple linear ITG/

TEM transition picture is not appropriate for the LOC/SOC

transition, since the inner core r/a¼ 0.6 is ITG dominant in

both discharges13 and the outer core r/a¼ 0.85 is “mixed

mode,” with both ITG and TEM unstable. The nonlinear

gyrokinetic analysis suggests that the changes in turbulence

and heat fluxes across the LOC/SOC transition are due to a

variety of factors, but with no change in turbulence propaga-

tion or nonlinear mode structure. It is worth noting that there

are cases where the LOC/SOC transition is correlated with

the changes in dominant turbulence mode from TEM to ITG

in gyrokinetic simulations.30,50,60 This study also suggests

that TEM is relatively more important in the LOC discharge

compared to the SOC discharge. However, it is also true that

both discharges have “mixed mode” and this study results

are not fit into the old hypothesis. We note that there will be

no “pure” ITG or TEM turbulence in real experiments and

that the non-linear physics is critical to investigate the LOC/

SOC transition. Moreover, the new nonlinear GYRO simula-

tions presented here that are constrained to match both the

ion heat flux and measured CECE temperature fluctuations

strongly suggest that electron scale turbulence (ETG) is im-

portant in both the LOC and SOC discharges. Aside from

related work at C-Mod12 and the report of high-k fluctuation

measurements from the HT-7 Tokamak,61 the role of ETG in

the LOC/SOC transition has been largely ignored. Overall,

these results indicate that the old hypothesis about the LOC/

SOC transition should be modified. In these plasmas, there is

no evidence of a clear ITG to TEM transition, and there is

evidence suggesting that ETG turbulence plays an important

role in Ohmic plasma transport and confinement. In future

studies of the LOC/SOC transition and the associated trans-

port changes, the role of ETG should be taken into account.

An interesting additional result from this study is that

we found no evidence of the DIII-D-type “Transport

Shortfall”3 in Ohmic L-mode plasmas at C-Mod. The

“Shortfall” is when both ion and electron heat fluxes, and

fluctuation levels, are under-predicted by the simulations. In

our plasmas, the ion heat flux and electron temperature fluc-

tuation levels are matched, and only the electron heat flux is

under-predicted. Past work at C-Mod showed that RF heated

L-mode plasmas did not exhibit the transport shortfall.22 The

absence of a “Shortfall” in C-Mod Ohmic L-mode plasmas

as reported here is further evidence that the “Shortfall”

observed at DIII-D is (1) not universal across tokamaks and

(2) is not due to issues with GYRO at least within the param-

eter regime studied in this paper, i.e., in the C-Mod Ohmic

discharges with low rotation compared to other machines.

Instead, it appears to be specific to low-power NBI heated

L-mode discharges at DIII-D and is an area of active

research within the transport community.
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